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THE INFLUENCE OF USING BROWN GAS (ELECTROLYZER)
TO THE PERFORMANCE OF 4 STROKE-DIESEL MOTOR

WITH THE VARIETY OF CATALIC CONCENTRATION
AND ELECTROLYZER JOINED-PIPE
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The technology to eficience the fuel with using water as the alternative fuel of
engine (vehicle) could be done by electrolyzer and injection. One of the
alternative energy that might be explored now a days is brown gas. Brown gas is
a compound gas of hydrogen-hydrogen-oxygen (HHO) gained for the water
electrolysis. To improve the performance of the engine maximally by applying
this brown gas, should have a furher research about the influence of the part
brown gas to the performance of 4-stroke engine with using variety of catalic
concentration and joined-pipe dimention within electrolyzer and intake manifold.

This experiment was done with using 1-sylinder diesel motor type RUBIN-FUJI
DY23D at Combustion Engine and Propulsion Laboratory of Mechanical
Engineering, University of Lampung with several barometer brown gas
(electrolyzer), such as variety of rpm 2000, 2250, 2500, 2750, 3000, 3250, and
3500, concentration of KOH 1 gram, 2 gram, 3 gram, 5 gram, and 10 gram until
we got the best concentration of KOH, and then continued by using the variety of
joined-pipe of the electrolyzer ¼ inch, 5/16 inch, 3/8 inch, and ½ inch. After that
we compare it with the performance of the engine without using brown gas.

From the result of experiment, discovered that the best brake power is at the
concentration of KOH 5 gram with the joined-pipe ½ inch, rpm 2000 is
0,0598 kW (3,775%) with the current 5 amphere and tension 12 volt, and the
percentage brake spesific fuel consumsion at the concentration KOH 5 gram with
the joined-pipe ¼ inch at rpm 3250 is 0,01564 kg/kWh (10,598%) with the current
5 amphere and tension 12 volt.
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